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It was a perfectly                                       day on the high seas. “Let’s drop anchor here, and 

take in this weather!” Santiago said to his crew. Off in the distance, Bonnie Bones spied 

on Santiago and his friends through a                                           . “What are they doing here? 

Don’t they know this whole ocean belongs to me?!” She put on a                                                

and dove into the water. She swam over, took out a                                            and drilled a hole 

underneath Santiago’s ship. Up on deck, Lorelai shouted “Santiago, the ship is filling with                                        

                                      !                                      ! We’re going to sink!” “Not if I can help it!” he replied. He rushed down 

into the hull and plugged the hole with a                                          and saved the day!

THE END
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“It’s time for the pirate potluck!” shouted Santiago. “That’s where we all make a meal to 

share with one another.” “Great,” said Tomas “because my tummy is making sounds like a  

                                       !”                                       !” They hurried to the galley—the ship’s kitchen. “I’m going to make my 

famous                                                         stew!” said Lorelai. “Yum! I’m cooking a                             

pie!” said Tomas, as he began to mix ingredients in a                                                 . “And check 

out what I have for dessert,” said Santiago. He opened a                                                 to find 

nothing but crumbs. Out hopped Kiko, licking                                    frosting off his face. “I guess 

dessert’s on Kiko!” said Lorelai. The crew shared a big laugh.

THE END
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